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Sound Walk into Wellbeing is
a collaboration between

Salamanda Tandem

(a local performance arts and wellbeing organisation)

Rushcliffe Mental Health Carers Group
Nottinghamshire County Council
Co-Production Team

CONTEXT
u

There are approximately, 90,000 carers in Nottinghamshire, with less than 6, 000
of those accessing statutory support/provision

u

Nationally, carers save the Government the same amount of money as is spent on
the NHS budget in total.

u

Even though there is a need to attract more carers into this network for economic
reasons alone, there is also a fundamental need to address the wellbeing and selfcare of carers.

Project Aims:
For Rushcliffe Mental Health Carers (RMHCG) to:
u

help extend their work , empowering ‘Seldom Heard Carers’

u

improve their wellbeing and increase community capacity

u

create a network of people who are ‘Experts by Experience’ offering peer
support within the wider Countywide Carers network and encouraging and
supporting ‘Community Champions’ to improve and diversify wellbeing in
Rushcliffe.

The Bigger Picture
2017 The Health Foundation

Sound Walks into Wellbeing:
u

The role of Nature and the Environment

u

Sense of control in our lives

u

Self realisation and empowerment

u

Culture and the place of music, movement, and
arts in the wellbeing process. (seem to be
missing from the Health Foundation grid)

Sound Walk into Wellbeing Evolution:

Stage 1 October 2015 – August 2016

Over a 10 month period we conducted an organic process between: Rushcliffe
Mental Health Carers Group, Salamanda Tandem artists, Movement 4 health
wellbeing practitioners, and Biant Singh, NCC Co-Production Team. This involved:

……..sound art experiments, wellbeing evaluations, experiential discovery the
transformative power of breathing, movement, music, mindfulness, digital
technology, the human voice, drumming and nature, underpinned by core value
‘take notice’ as seldom heard carers make informed choices……

Stage 2 September 2016 – November 2016

This research became the foundation for part of a bid to NHS Rushcliffe Clinical
Commissioning Group. In September 2016, RMHCG were successful in receiving
the grant. Salamanda Tandem were then commissioned to design a bespoke
yoga programme for RMHCG, as well as research and deliver the first’ Sound
Walk into Wellbeing’ in Bridgford Park. The walk took place:

u

Autumn 23rd October

Sound Walk into Wellbeing Evolution cont….
Stage 3
Building on the success, we ran a further ‘Soundwalk into Wellbeing’:
Ø Spring 27th April
RMHCG co-ordinated group arrangements (around 25 people attended), and
Biant Singh NCC co-production provided vital community development support
for the project in kind. Salamanda Tandem researched, and delivered this event
with financial support from Grants For The Arts, as part of their national project.
Stage 4
With RMHCG enthusiasm for the project building, Better Carers Fund awarded 2
small grants to enable Salamanda Tandem to create a Summer, and Winter
Sound Walk into Wellbeing, and conduct evaluation as part of the event:
u Collecting Sounds, music composition, location recording, planning
u
u
u
u

Pilot Wellbeing Evaluation - before
23rd August 2017 Summer Wellbeing Walk
February 8th 2018 Winter Soundwalk Into Wellbeing
Pilot Wellbeing Evaluation – after

Sound Walks for All Seasons

Sound Walks into Wellbeing
Each event uses the innovative digital sound
technology and wireless transmission
is unique with a specific connection and place in
Bridgford Park.
Draws on local knowledge of plants, trees, history,
the sensory dimension: sounds, colour, smell,
movement, music, coming into focus through
location field recordings, and photography.
The 5 Ways to Wellbeing are linked to the Seasons:
Autumn, Winter, Spring , Summer and draw on
natural resources, free and available to everyone.
Bridgford Park is FREE
The air we breathe is FREE
The Sound we hear is FREE
WALKING is Free

A fine day for a Sound Walk Into Wellbeing

RMHCG collect their radio headsets

Rains fall and still RMHCG adventure forth

OUTCOMES FOR CARERS INTO WELLBEING
THE 5 WAYS
u

BE ACTIVE: Encourage carers in mental health and their families, who are
isolated and feeling low to get out, move and walk in all seasons supported by
full access and assistive technology.

u

CONNECT: Bring local Carers Support Groups, organisations and individuals
together as the Rushcliffe Wellbeing Hub with a positive focus as a group
developing community of interest going forward to create Carers Community
Champions.

u

TAKE NOTICE: Carers have an inclusive and enjoyable sensory experience to
Notice, appreciate build and sustain wellbeing from sustainable resources.

u

KEEP LEARNING: The use of innovative digital technology , sound location
recording, radio headphones, breathing techniques in yoga pranayama,
movement 4 health and a live guided journey will provide the conduit for
Carers to learn and know how to tap into these free resources and natural
elements to support their wellbeing.

u

GIVE: The 4 Sound Walks, involve at least 30 carers participating per event.
Each event is unique, building specific connections to Bridgford Park and local
carers. Celebrating the seasons and exploring the 5 ways to wellbeing the act
of giving is made through a number of individuals who have taken an active
interest in the wellbeing of their community.
Bridgford Park is FREE
The air we breathe is FREE
The Sound we hear is FREE
WALKING is Free

Design and Model Evaluation
Summer Sound Walk Into Wellbeing August 2017

To measure the impact of the Sound Walk, on the
wellbeing of participants, we used the shorter WarwickEdinburgh Mental Well-being Scale.

7 statements with a tick box describing experience

Overall, 30 people joined the Sound Walk

12 people completed the assessment, as a simple way to
measure wellbeing immediately before the walk

After this participants, took part in the Sound Walk.

Informal feedback slips were completed immediately after
the walk by participants

The same Warwich-Edinburgh wellbeing measure was
conducted again 2 weeks afterwards, and 3 months after
that.

All the original participants completed the second round
of questionnaires, while 9 people did the third round.

Analysis
u

What we see on the graph, is that 2 weeks after the walk, there is still an increased
sense of wellbeing.

u

However when completed 3 months after the walk, 6 people reported a decrease in
their score.
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Feedback Quotes from the Summer Sound Walk
u

“A very enjoyable hour exploring Bridgford Park in a completely new way,
accompanied by music, commentary/facilitation and sounds of the park. It
helped encourage the use of all senses and connection to other people
present. Thanks for the experience.”

u

“ A reflective experience, it took my mind off all the jumbled thoughts and
focused on everything around me- all the sounds.. birds singing, children
playing, cars & planes going by. I focused on the trees all different shapes and
colours and how they were progressing in spring… a thoroughly enjoyable
experience. – thank you”

u

“ When I first came to the RC Group I felt a little unwell in myself , low spirit ,
no confidence , but since coming to the group feel a lot better, a lot of that is I
made some friends who understand what I am going through, we all in the
same boat. It is really good doing the Sound Walk and talking to people who
have been in the same place I have been in. Not Feeling that I am different to
anyone else, not feeling we are special in anyway, we are all similar. We are
experts by experience and have the intelligence to know we are HERE”

u

“ lovely experience….experiencing the time for myself wanted to be still, felt
energised at the end of the walk”

u

“As a person who is simultaneously a composer, musician, carer, the parent of
a disabled adult, and someone who has had a major health crisis, working on
the Soundwalks-into-wellbeing is a vital part of maintaining my own well
being, as well as developing the work with others. ‘Work’ can all too often
become a one-way transaction, where we loose touch with and put aside our
own needs. Soundwalks-Into-Wellbeing is a much-needed counterpoint to
that, where as artists, we are able to develop a project that enhances our own
well-being at the same time as creating life enhancing experiences for others”
Duncan Chapman Salamanda Tandem

Reflections Going Forward
The wellbeing evaluation process was very useful. We realised that a 3 month
gap between sound walks was too long to sustain wellbeing, and that we
needed to consider other sustainable ways in which to embed the work (* see
What Next)
Our Aim would be to embed and develop this evaluation model to evaluate all
our future work
One of the things we felt in our summer soundwalk was that we needed more
experienced support to carry out the evaluation process, and an additional
Warwich-Edinburgh wellbeing assessment immediately after the walk in situe,
because of large numbers participating.
The winter soundwalk evaluation was developed further by Salamanda Tandem,
to include questions exploring the benefits of the walk as both a group and
individual activity.

What Next?
Sound Walks into Wellbeing ‘out there’. Building upon the work we have
done, to continue our focus on seldom heard carers, extending the work
to BME groups and other older people locally, to support wellbeing
exchange and issues of isolation through the soundwalk concept.
u

u

u

u

Ø

Seasonal sound walks into wellbeing continue, as a focal point
to widen access in available green space. Develop the nature of
the walks as a large group and small group activity
Widening access through creating a stimulating Sound Walk
into Wellbeing resource box; initially 4 seasonal guided walks
that can be done in small groups or pairs; e.g. a carer and
cared for person go out with supporting materials and objects.
A series of self build wellbeing strategy postcards, a soundwalk
into wellbeing thought/action for the week, available via QR
code easily mobile downloadable, housed into local cafes,
shared Indian meal, on the high street, into people’s hands
Facilitate wellbeing practice, through a ‘Sound Walk into
Wellbeing group’, meeting regularly go into green space,
research, develop and extend the sound walks into wellbeing
idea – facilitating carers and others to take ownership.

What Next Continues…
A focus on technology as a source for wellbeing for Young Carers, and other
young people, as sound recordist / archivist to collect knowledge and experience
of older people on wellbeing and nature
u

u

u

Ø

Develop a ‘Sound Walks into Wellbeing’ Sound Map, of Nottinghamshire,
enabling young people to contribute, discover and navigate the acoustic
ecology of the county.
Nottinghamshire: ‘Sound Walk into Wellbeing sonic postcards’, focussed
on testimony / young carers to be heard, and creating a tangible object to
send to family and friends through community workshops out there
Create a new online tool for Sound walk into wellbeing compositions, using
sounds collected by the soundwalk into wellbeing group and others for
these young people to use and share.

Carers Implementation Group
Presentation December 12th 2017
Isabel Jones: Salamanda Tandem
Biant Singh: NCC Co-Production Team
Colin Macmillan: Rushcliffe Mental Health Carers

Review of Carers Services Co-Production Workshop
27th February and 1st March
Caroline Robinson: Salamanda Tandem
Duncan Chapman: Salamanda Tandem
Indra Slavena: Salamanda Tandem
Biant Singh: NCC Co-Production Team

